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We have studied local magnetic moment and electronic phase separation in superconducting
KxFe2−ySe2 by x-ray emission and absorption spectroscopy. Detailed temperature dependent mea-
surements at the Fe K-edge have revealed coexisting electronic phases and their correlation with
the transport properties. By cooling down, the local magnetic moment of Fe shows a sharp drop
across the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) and the coexisting phases exchange spec-
tral weights with the low spin state gaining intensity at the expense of the higher spin state. After
annealing the sample across the iron-vacancy order temperature, the system does not recover the
initial state and the spectral weight anomaly at Tc as well as superconductivity disappear. The
results clearly underline that the coexistence of the low spin and high spin phases and the tran-
sitions between them provide unusual magnetic fluctuations and have a fundamental role in the
superconducting mechanism of electronically inhomogeneous KxFe2−ySe2 system.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Xa, 74.25.Jb, 74.81.Bd

INTRODUCTION

One of the interesting discoveries in the iron-based
chalcogenides has been a successful intercalation of FeSe
by alkaline atoms. The intercalated FeSe, forming a new
AxFe2−ySe2 (A = K, Rb, Cs) family, shows a Tc as high
as 32 K [1–4] and, more importantly, exhibits several
unique microstructural characteristics, such as a large
magnetic moment per Fe site, intrinsic Fe vacancy or-
der in the ab-plane and an antiferromagnetic order in the
c-direction [5–7]. In addition, AxFe2−ySe2 also shows
phase separation [8–10], in which a magnetically or-
dered phase with an expanded lattice and a nonmagnetic
phase with a compressed lattice coexist [8]. The phase
separation in AxFe2−ySe2 has been studied by several
techniques [7–24], probing different properties. In par-
ticular, detailed temperature dependent neutron diffrac-
tion studies on superconducting AxFe2−ySe2 (A=K, Rb,
Cs, Tl) have revealed same Fe vacancy ordered crystal
structure and the same block antiferromagnetic order in
all these materials [7]. The intensity of the magnetic
Bragg peak, providing information on the iron magnetic
moment, shows a continuous increase by lowering tem-
perature, however, this behavior is interrupted by a flat
plateau when Tc is approached. Muon spin relaxation
(µSR) experiments have shown phase separation with
∼88-90% of the sample volume to exhibit large magnetic

moment while ∼10-12% of the sample to remain para-
magnetic [17]. Similar conclusions have been reached
by Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments [16]
showing distinct spectra originating from a majority anti-
ferromagnetic and a minority metallic phase. The NMR
results have also revealed a sharp drop in the relaxation
rate and Knight shift on cooling across Tc, indicating
development of a field distribution due to the appear-
ance of a vortex state. Optical properties of supercon-
ducting KxFe2−ySe2, have shown that ∼10% sample vol-
ume is covered by highly distorted metallic inclusions in
an insulating matrix, suggesting a filamentary network
of conducting regions [18] and Josephson-coupling plas-
mons [19]. In addition, 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy has
revealed phase separarion in ∼88% magnetic and ∼12%
nonmagnetic Fe2+ species [20]. A recent space resolved
photoemission has provided further information on the
peculiar electronic phase separation in metallic filamen-
tary phase and majority insulating texture [22]. Indeed,
It is now known that the majority phase is insulating
with a stoichimetry of A0.8Fe1.6Se2 (245) containing iron
vacancy order and block antiferromagnetism with large
magnetic moment (∼3.3 µB) while the minority phase is
metallic with a stoichiometry of AxFe2Se2 (122).

Very recently, the coexisting electronic phases in
KxFe2−ySe2 have been studied using high energy spec-
troscopy [24], revealing different phases to be character-
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ized by different Fe valence and local magnetic moment.
In this work, we have further exploited x-ray emission
(XES) and high resolution x-ray absorption (XAS) spec-
troscopy to study correlation between the superconduc-
tivity and the electronic/magnetic phase redistribution
as a function of temperature. While XES has been used
to investigate the evolution of local Fe magnetic moment
µ, XAS has been exploited to study unoccupied electronic
states, corresponding to different electronic phases. The
magnetic moment µ shows anomalous temperature de-
pendence with a sharp drop at the superconducting tran-
sition temperature. The results also reveal that the co-
existing electronic phases with Fe2+ high spin (HS) and
low spin (LS) exchange their spectral weights across the
superconducting transition temperature (∼32 K). On the
other hand, by annealing the sample across the phase sep-
aration and iron-vacancy ordering temperatures (∼520 K
and ∼580 K respectively), the mean local moment µ is
decreased, and the HS-LS spectral exchange across Tc

gets suppressed with disappearance of the superconduc-
tivity.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The XES and high resolution XAS measurements
were carried out on well characterized single crystals
of KxFe2−ySe2. After the growth using the Bridgman
method, the crystals were sealed into a quartz tube and
annealed for 12 hours in vaccum at 600◦C. The crys-
tals were characterized for their structure and phase pu-
rity by x-ray diffraction measurements [2]. The electric
and magnetic characterizations were performed by resis-
tivity measurements in a PPMS (Quantum Design) and
magnetization measurements in a SQUID magnetometer
(Quantum Design). The samples exhibit a sharp super-
conducting transition at Tc ' 32 K with a transition
width of ∼1 K in the temperature dependent resistivity
signal. The superconducting volume fraction was found
to be ∼10% at 2 K. The samples were exposed to air
only for a couple of minutes while mounting on the sam-
ple holder. For the rest of the time the samples were
manipulated in a glovbox or were kept in vacuum.

The spectroscopy measurements were performed at the
beamline ID16 of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility. The experimental setup consists of a spectrom-
eter based on the simultaneous use of a bent analyzer
Ge(620) crystal (bending radius R = 1 m) and a pixe-
lated position-sensitive Timepix detector [25] in Rowland
circle geometry. The scattering plane was horizontal and
parallel to the linear polarization vector of the incident x-
rays. The measurements were carried out fixing the sam-
ple surface (the ab-plane of the KxFe2−ySe2 single crys-
tal) at ∼ 45◦ from the incoming beam direction and the
scattering angle 2θ at ∼ 90◦. The total energy resolution
was about 1.1 eV full width at half maximum. For the
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FIG. 1: (a) Fe Kβ XES measured on KxFe2−ySe2 at sev-
eral temperatures. The spectra are normalized to the inte-
grated area of the XES lines. The inset shows a zoom over
the main Kβ1,3 emission peak. (b)-(g) Fe Kβ emission spec-
tra of KxFe2−ySe2 (blue) at several temperatures are shown
compared with the one measured on FeSe at RT (red). The
difference spectra (green) are also shown (multiplied by four).

low temperature measurements the sample was placed
in a cryogenic environment, while for the high temper-
ature measurements it was placed in an oven. Firstly,
we have cooled down the sample from room temperature
(RT∼300 K) to 18 K, across Tc. This was followed by
warming the sample up to 600 K, destroying the phase
separation (at ∼520 K) and disordering the Fe vacancies
(at ∼580 K). At the end, we have cooled down the sam-
ple again to 18 K. The sample temperatures during the
measurements were controlled with an accuracy of ±1 K.
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FIG. 2: Integrated absolute difference (IAD) calculated with
respect to the FeSe as a function of temperature (see text).
The thick continuous line (blue) is a guide to the eyes. The
size of the symbols represents maximum uncertainty, esti-
mated by analyzing different XES scans at each temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 (a) shows Fe Kβ emission spectra measured
on KxFe2−ySe2 at different temperatures. In the crystal-
field picture the overall spectral shape is dominated by
the (3p,3d) exchange interactions [26], and the presence
(absence) of a pronounced feature at lower energy (Kβ’)
is an indication of a HS (LS) state of Fe [26]. The en-
ergy position of the Kβ1,3 provides similar information
on the spin state reflecting the effective number of un-
paired 3d electrons [26]. A direct comparison between
measured spectrum on FeSe with those on KxFe2−ySe2
(see, e.g. Fig. 1(b) to 1(g)) shows that the local Fe mag-
netic moment µ is higher for the latter. It should be
noted that the µ for the present sample is smaller than
the one for an air-exposed KxFe2−ySe2 sample [24]. This
further underlines fragile nature of KxFe2−ySe2 morphol-
ogy with physical properties being very sensitive to the
air exposure. A zoom over the main Kβ1,3 emission off
the KxFe2−ySe2 is shown as inset of Fig. 1(a). Small
differences are apparent as a function of temperature.
These variations are due to changing local Fe magnetic
moment µ [26–29].

Integrated absolute difference (IAD) of the Kβ spectra
with respect to a non magnetic reference is proportional
to the local µ [29]. Here, we have determined IAD relative
to the spectrum of FeSe. The FeSe is not a non-magnetic
reference, however, the IAD still provides useful informa-
tion on the relative evolution of µ as a function of tem-
perature. Figure 1 (b)-1(g) shows Fe Kβ emission spectra
of KxFe2−ySe2 at different temperatures compared with
the one measured on FeSe. The difference spectra pro-
vides information of the changing local moment. The
difference spectra evolve with temperature showing some

apparent changes across Tc [Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)]. A sub-
stantial change can be seen [Fig. 1(e) and 1(f)] across
the temperature for iron vacancy order-disorder (∼580
K). These variations are suppressed while the sample is
cooled after the annealing above the iron vacancy disor-
der temperature [Fig. 1(g)].

Detailed temperature evolution of the IAD is shown
in Figure 2. By cooling from RT, the IAD shows an
anomalous behavior, representing an abnormal evolution
of µ. Indeed, the IAD shows a gradual decrease and
an increase (with a local cusp-like anomaly at ∼ 170 K)
before showing a sharp drop at Tc. This is a clear indi-
cation of a lowering of the local magnetic moment in the
superconducting state. Earlier neutron diffraction stud-
ies on superconducting AxFe2−ySe2 have shown that the
temperature dependent magnetic Bragg peak intensity
exhibits a plateau below Tc [7], indicating an interesting
interplay between the ordered magnetic moment and su-
perconductivity. In the present work, the local magnetic
moment probed by the XES is found to show a sharp drop
at Tc, revealing that there is HS-LS transition and the re-
sulting magnetic fluctuations have a direct relation with
the superconductivity in phase separated KxFe2−ySe2.

The IAD shows a gradual decrease with increasing tem-
perature, revealing a transition-like behavior around the
phase separation and iron-vacancy disorder temperatures
(∼520 K and 580 K respectively). Indeed, by increasing
temperature from RT to 600 K the Kβ1,3 emission line
shifts towards lower energy [Fig. 1(a)] and the Kβ′ spec-
tral weight is suppressed. These results suggest that the
system is undergoing a change in the spin configuration
across the phase separation temperature of ∼520 K [8],
reaching a minimum around 580 K [Fig. 2] where the
block antiferromagnetic order is known to get suppressed.
Cooling down to RT, the sample does not recover the ini-
tial conditions, consistent with a glassy nature [30]. By
cooling after the annealing, the discontinuity across Tc,
evident in the cooling cycle, does not appear. Magnetic
susceptibility measurements on the annealed sample does
not reveal any significant superconducting signal. This
indicates that, either the annealed sample is no more su-
perconducting or the superconducting volume fraction is
significantly reduced.

An independent and complementary information can
be obtained from XAS. Figure 3 shows the Fe K-edge par-
tial fluorescence yield (PFY) XAS spectra measured on
KxFe2−ySe2 at different temperatures. The spectra are
measured by collecting the Fe Kβ1,3 emission as a func-
tion of incident energy, and normalized with respect to
the atomic absorption estimated by a linear fit far away
from the absorption edge. The XAS spectra show an
asymmetric single pre-edge peak P [24, 31, 32], a shoul-
der A and broad near edge features B and C. The broad
features indicate the system to have large atomic dis-
order, consistent with local structural studies [30]. The
main peak B depends on temperature indicating a change
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FIG. 3: (a) Partial fluorescence yield (PFY) XAS spectra
measured at the Fe K-edge of KxFe2−ySe2 at various temper-
atures. (b) A zoom over the pre-peak region with spectral
differences across the transition temperature (multiplied by
five) with respect to a spectrum measured below the transi-
tion. (c) Deconvoluted absorption pre-edge peak in two com-
ponents (P1 and P2) after subtracting a constant arctangent
background from the normalized absorption (the latter are
also shown).

in the Fe 4p-Se 5d hybridization in KxFe2−ySe2 [31, 32].
On the other hand, pre-edge peak exhibits small temper-
ature dependence, indicating change in the unoccupied
Fe 3d-Se 4p electronic states [31, 32] as a function of
temperature.

In order to describe the temperature evolution of the
electronic states near the Fermi level, Fig. 3 (b) shows
difference spectra across Tc ∼32 K with respect to a
spectrum measured (at 23 K) well below Tc. The differ-
ence spectra reveal spectral weight redistribution from
the lower energy side to the higher energy side of the
pre-edge peak. To evaluate the temperature dependent
redistribution of the spectral weight, we have performed
a curve fitting of the background subtracted XAS spectra
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FIG. 4: Relative weight of the P1 [Fig. 3(c)] as a function
of temperature. The thick continuous line (blue) is a guide
to the eyes. The size of the symbols represents maximum
uncertainty, estimated by Guassian fits of different spectra at
each temperature.

with two Gaussian functions in the pre-edge peak region.
The background is given by a constant arctangent func-
tion approximating the atomic absorption. Two Gaus-
sian functions of constant width and energy position were
enough to describe the background subtracted pre-edge
peak P. We have shown the zoomed absorption spectrum
in the pre-edge peak region containing the background
function along with the two Gaussian components (P1
and P2) of the background subtracted spectrum and the
fit as Fig. 3(c).

Let us discuss the possible origin of the two Gaussian
peaks P1 and P2. It is known that Fe K-edge absorp-
tion pre-peak is sensitive to the Fe spin state in iron
complexes [33]. In addition, earlier high pressure XAS
experiments on FeSe and RbxFe2−ySe2 have revealed a
crossover from HS Fe2+ to LS Fe2+, evidenced by an ap-
pearance of a LS Fe2+ peak structure at ∼ 1 eV higher in
energy than the HS Fe2+ peak [34–36]. We are also aware
of the fact that different phases coexist in the supercon-
ducting KxFe2−ySe2: (i) a majority semiconducting and
magnetic 245-phase with iron vacancy order, and; (ii) a
metallic and nonmagnetic disordered 122- phase. The
coexisting phases are characterized by slightly different
Fe oxidation states, i.e., 2+, for the 245, and slightly less
than 2+, for the 122 phase [21]. Small differences in the
oxidation state are hardly detectable by the main ris-
ing absorption edge that appears to be influenced by the
glassy local structure [30]. The 245 and the 122 phases
have similar structure with the latter being slightly com-
pressed in the plane and expanded in the out of plane
[8]. These phases also have different iron spin state [24],
with the majority phase being in HS Fe2+ state while the
minority phase appears to be in LS state. Therefore, we
can assign qualitatively the two Gaussian components P1
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and P2 to HS Fe2+ majority phase and LS Fe2+ minority
phase. Considering the fact that the minority and ma-
jority phases are known to contribute about 10-20% and
80-90% respectively, the spectral weight of the majority
phase (minority phase) with HS (LS) Fe2+ state count-
ing about 78% (22%) at RT is in fair agreement with the
present assignment.

Temperature evolution of the relative spectral weight
of the majority phase (defined as the ratio of the inten-
sity of P1 to the total intensity, i.e., P1+P2) is shown in
Fig. 4. The HS phase tends to decrease with decreas-
ing temperature from 300 K to 180 K, revealing a cusp-
like anomaly around 180 K with maximum weight being
∼80% before a sharp drop to ∼70% around the Tc. On
the other hand, with increasing temperature from 300 K
the spectral weight of the HS phase gradually decreases
with a small discontinuity above the phase separation
temperature of ∼520 K and iron vacancy disorder tem-
perature of ∼580 K. In general, temperature evolution
of the relative weight of the majority phase appears con-
sistent with the IAD representing variation of the local
Fe moment µ [Fig. 1]. This justifies the assignment of
the P1 and P2 due to the two coexisting phases, charac-
terized by HS and LS Fe2+ states, with HS phase con-
tributing about 70-80% of the total while the remaining
phase should be due to LS Fe2+ phase. This affirma-
tion agrees with different experimental studies showing
that the magnetic phase is the majority phase while the
minority phase should be one that becomes supercon-
ducting by cooling [4, 14, 15]. Again, it is interesting
to note that, by cooling from 600 K to 400 K, the sys-
tem does not recover the initial state. Indeed, after the
annealing, the discontinuity across Tc disappears, likely
to be due to suppression of superconductivity or highly
reduced volume fraction of the superconducting phase.

Let us attempt to understand the XES and XAS find-
ings shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, revealing an abnor-
mal evolution of local Fe magnetic moment and different
electronic phases. We start our discussion for the cool-
ing cycle from 300 K. It is clear that the local moment
shows a decrease [Fig. 2], consistent with the decrease
of the HS Fe2+ phase [Fig. 4]. With further cooling, the
Fe magnetic moment shows an increase before showing
a sharp drop at the superconducting transition. This is
again consistent with the evolution of the HS Fe2+ phase
fraction. However, the question is what is the origin of
such an anomalous behavior of the phase fractions.

Below ∼580 K, the system undergoes ordering of the
Fe vacancy and nucleation of the HS Fe2+ phase with
phase separation at ∼520 K. In going from 520 K to
300 K, the antiferromagnetic order is established and,
consequently, the IAD and Fe2+ HS fraction gradually
increase with cooling [Fig. 5(a)]. Around 300 K, the
filamentary and metallic LS Fe2+ state starts to grow
at the boundary between the neighboring Fe2+ HS do-
mains. In going from 300 K to 180 K, the filamentary

(b) 180 K < T < 300 K

(c) 32 K < T < 180 K 

(a) 300 K < T < 520 K

SC 

LS 

HS HS 

HS HS 

(d) T < 32 K

FIG. 5: (a) Fe2+ HS domains gradually grow with cooling
from 520 K to 300 K. (b) Filamentary Fe2+ LS domain is es-
tablished with cooling from 300 K to 180 K. (c) The interface
region between the Fe2+ HS and Fe2+ LS domains becomes
magnetic with cooling from 180 K to 32 K. (d) The magnetic
interface state turns into the superconducting state with Fe2+

LS.

Fe2+ LS fraction gradually increases, likely to be due to
chemical pressure from the majority phase, and the Fe2+

HS fraction decreases [Fig. 5(b)], which is also consis-
tent with the decrease of the IAD. These behaviors are
basically consistent with the previous works on electrical
transport showing anomalous temperature dependent re-
sistivity [1–3]. The results are also in agreement with the
magnetic [4, 7, 16, 17], optical [18, 19] and microscopy
measurements [22]. The most striking result is the in-
crease of the Fe2+ HS fraction with cooling from 180 K
although the system exhibits a good metallic behavior in
the temperature range. This observation suggests that
the Fe2+ LS state at the interface region again tends to
be magnetic but stay metallic as schematically shown in
Fig. 5(c). One possible explanation is that the magnetic
fluctuation and local spin moment are induced by or-
bital selective Mott transition in this temperature range.
Such a phase has been proposed recently for KxFe2−ySe2
on the basis of angle-resolved photoemission results [37].
Thus, the apparent increase of the local magnetic mo-
ment below 180 K can be explained by the orbital se-
lective localization of the Fe 3d electrons and resulting
strong magnetic fluctuations. This assumption is con-
sistent with the recent high pressure measurements un-
derlining the importance of the insulating texture in the
superconductivity of AxFe2−ySe2[38]. Across Tc, the in-
terface metallic region with the localized magnetic mo-
ment turns into the superconducting LS state, connect-
ing all filamentary metallic phase, as illustrated in Fig.
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5(d). It is worth mentioning that the Fig. 5 provides
a likely interpretaion of the anomalous behavior of local
magnetic moment [Fig. 2] and pre-peak intensity [Fig.
4] as a function of temperature. However, it is difficult
to argue that P1 and P2 in Fig. 3 to provide quantita-
tive estimation of the HS and LS phases since the iron
vacancy configuration in the majority phase itself evolves
with temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have employed high energy XES and
XAS to investigate local magnetic moment and coexist-
ing electronic phases in KxFe2−ySe2 as a function of tem-
perature, across the superconducting and phase separa-
tion temperatures. We have found coexisting Fe2+ elec-
tronic phases with the glassy character of KxFe2−ySe2
compound. The results provide a clear evidence of the
interplay between the electronic and magnetic degrees of
freedom for the superconductivity. Across Tc, the LS
phase increases at the expenses of the interface phase be-
tween LS and HS phases. The HS to LS fraction exchange
across Tc is suppressed after annealing despite a substan-
tial presence of the LS configuration, likely to be due to
absence of a well defined interface phase. The results
suggest that a delicate interplay of local strain between
the Mott insulator and metallic filaments with an inter-
face phase is the key for the superconducting phenomena
of inhomogeneous KxFe2−ySe2 system.
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